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Journalism is defined as “the work of collecting, writing, and 

publishing news stories and articles in newspapers and 

magazines or broadcasting them on the radio and television”. 

(Cambridge Dictionary)

Journalism: definition and a brief history



Journalistic sub-genres



❖ In today’s globalized world, the role and influence of journalism

on individuals and society at large are immense. Not a day

passes by without coming upon breaking news, routine news

reports, interviews, etc. that deal with social, economic and

political issues at the national as well as global level.

❖ “First newspapers, then radio and television, now the internet

and other new communication technologies all play an

important and ever increasing role in the present-day world”

(Tyulenev 2014: 57).



Emergence of journalism (first newspapers)

❖ The first regularly published newspapers appeared in 

German cities and in Antwerp about 1609. 

❖ The first English newspaper, the Weekly Newes, was 

published in 1622. 

❖ The first British daily newspaper, The Daily Courant, 

appeared in 1702.

(Britannica, 2022)



Developments occurred in journalism in modern 

times

❖ Print journalism reached the peak of its development in 

late 20th century.

❖ With the turn of the new millennium, digital or online 

journalism emerged.

❖ Popular newspapers (tabloid) soon embraced online 

journalism. 

❖ Elite newspapers (broadsheet) were reluctant to shift to 

online format.



Characteristics of journalism in the digital age:

- In terms of demographics of gender, since 2000s the 

percentage of females working in journalism has increased.

- While the number of media agencies and outlets have 

exponentially increased, the number of journalists in each 

media agency has decreased with professional journalists 

are more and more being laid off.

- Emergence of citizen journalism, i.e. “journalism that is 

conducted by people who are not professional journalists but 

who disseminate information” (Britannica, 2022). 



- Citizen journalism "is an alternative and activist form of 

news gathering and reporting that functions outside 

mainstream media institutions, often as a response to 

shortcomings in the professional journalistic field” (Radsch

2016: 130).

- Indeed citizen journalism is a practice that refers to non-

professionals who engage in acts of journalism, such as 

reporting, fact-checking, documenting, verifying, and 

quoting, typically using ICTs [information and 

communication technologies] such as mobile phones, the 

Internet, and social media or blogging platforms” (ibid.).



- Digital journalism struggles financially! 

Major* sources of fund for journalism:

- Newsstand sales (print copies), but circulation steadily declines.

- Advertising revenue, but digital world is controlled by Facebook 

and Google (the two giants in digital ads!).

- Subscription revenue (paywall), but most online media outlets 

struggle to introduce paywall. Why? Because paying for online 

journalistic contents has not become a culture, readers do not pay 

for online contents while they can find them free of charge else 

where online, etc.

* There are other causal, inconsistent sources of fund for journalism, such 

as: governments, organizations, businessmen, politicians and political 

parties.



- Different cases in online subscription revenue: 

- WSJ and FT are a successful model of paywall!

- New York Times charges $0.25/week.

- The Guardian has introduced donation scheme (300,000 

people donated in 2017).



In the eyes of media outlets: 

❖ It is efficient in terms of production. 

❖ It is fast and instantly delivered to every corner of the 

world.

❖ It can be constantly updated, which is extremely 

necessary in today’s fast-changing world.

❖ Easy to correct mistakes: mistakes do happen in 

journalistic works because journalists always work under 

the pressure of time constraints. 

Why digital journalism?



Some mistakes occurred in print newspapers 



Digital journalism in the eyes of readers/audience:

❖ Online journalism is cost-effective. 

❖ It is easily accessible; journalistic materials are in their 

pockets!

❖ It is interactive (a two-way communication); they can share 

their opinions, views, comments, feedback, etc.

❖ It is constantly updated; they can get latest developments 

immediately (e.g. through news apps that notify readers 

with latest updates.)



❖ They can get journalistic contents from different 

sources/perspectives and they can check out their 

factuality and accuracy. 

❖ It is environmentally friendly! 

They kill good trees to put out bad newspapers.

- James Watt



Archiving and accessibility:

❖ Major media agencies* have reliable websites with accessible 

archives, which is helpful to scholars, researchers and 

journalists themselves.



The downsides of digital journalism

❖ Proliferation of fake news: modern journalism has allowed for a 

massive expansion of what has been termed ‘fake news’, especially 

through the Internet and social media.

❖ Infringement of copyright: in the digital world, journalistic contents 

can be easily copied and violation copyrights is difficult to prevent.

❖ Clickbaiting through deceitful headlines: “Clickbait is a 

sensationalized headline that encourages you to click a link to an 

article, image, or video. Instead of presenting objective facts, 

clickbait headlines often appeal to your emotions and curiosity” 

(GCFGLOBAL). 

And curiosity killed the cat!





Journalistic translation:

- The history of foreign news coverage among German, French and 

English newspapers began as early as the 17th century (Wilke 1987: 

152). 

- In the case of Germany, in 1622 the Wochentlichen Zeitung in Hamburg 

presented its readers with about 20 foreign reports weekly. 

- By the 20th century, the number of foreign reports in German 

newspapers drastically climbed; in 1906 the Hamburgischer

Correspondent provided its readers with approximately 500 foreign 

reports per week (ibid: 154). 

- Although reporting foreign news will inevitably involve translation or 

interpretation, the report usually appears as a piece of authentic text 

rather than a translation from the local language where the news event 

originated.



Translation in the Kurdish journalism 

Three styles of translation in today’s Kurdish 

journalism can distinguished:

❖ Complete translation

❖ Transediting

❖ Gist translation



1) Complete translation: the translation of a complete 

journalistic text (opinion article, interview or news report).

Example:

Kurdish translation of an opinion article:

- https://www.xendan.org/detailwtar.aspx?jimare=87&nuser=10

51

The English source text from the New York Times:

- https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/02/opinion/was-shimon-

peres-a-man-of-peace.html?smid=fb-share&_r=0



2) Transediting: it is a term that was originally 

proposed by Karen Stetting as “a new term for 

coping with the grey area between editing and 

translating” (1989: 371). Transediting is particularly 

common in translation practices that involve 

adaptations such as shortening and restructuring 

news reports, interviews, etc. to make it more 

relevant to a certain audience. 



3) Gist translation: a style of translation in which the TT 

expresses only the gist (brief summary) of the ST; i.e. the 

translation product is at the same time a synopsis of the ST. 

(Dickins et al. 2017: 292)



Why shorter news reports?

Brevity in news reporting has a couple of 

advantages:

❖ Producing short reports is timesaving, thus 

cost-effective.

❖ In today’s busy world, readers do not have 

time for lengthy reports and they are likely 

to lose interest.



Translation in Kurdish journalism

❖ Kurdish media outlets are biased and this is 

refelected in their journalistic translation 

products.



Manifestation of biases at macro-textual level:

❖ Kurdistan can be a model for democracy in a 

troubled region 

Xendan

❖UK mission seeks to benefit from KRG oil boom 

Rudaw

❖The dash for modernity in Kurdistan

Website of KRG Representation in UK

❖ Kurdistan is Important for Reform in Iraq and Middle 

East

Rudaw



❖ Hard times looming for Iraq's Kurds 

Sbeiy

❖ Kurds angry at corruption they see in their own 

government 

Sbeiy

❖Why does Barzani oppose modern banking for 

Kurdistan? (By Michael Rubin)

Awene

❖ Kurdistan needs accountability (By Michael Rubin)

Lvinpress, Kurdistanpost, Kurdiu

❖ Kurdish minister received UK market abuse emails

Hawlati, Lvinpress, Kurdiu, Payam



Manifestation of biases at micro-textual level:

Reuters (ST)
Kurdish minister received UK market abuse emails, sources say

Hawlati

ئاشکرا دەکاتئاشتى هەورامى“گەندەڵییەکى”رۆیتەرز

Lvinpress

وه  ده گلێتگە نده ڵیەلەشئاشتى هە ورامی لە  بە ریتانیا

Kurdiu

سزاده درێتوه  ده گلێنێت و گە نده ڵیەئاشتی هە ورامی بە رپرسێكی بە ریتانی لە: ڕۆیتە رز

Payam

كیگە نده ڵیە ئاشتی هە ورامی ئاشكرا ده بێتی دیكە

(Birot 2015: 30)



❖ Influence of foreign language (English) style/linguistic

structure upon Kurdish translations:



Future of journalism:

❖ “Man has progressed technologically more in the last two 

decades than in the last 20,000 years.” 

Yasir Qadhi, Assistant Professor at Rhodes College, 

Tennessee, US

❖ “We won’t experience 100 years of progress in the 21st 

century, it will be more like 20,000 years of progress.” 

Ray Kurzweil, an American inventor and futurist

❖ Newspaper as an art form will disappear by the mid-2030s.

Andrey Mir, author of Postjournalism and The Death of Newspapers 

(2020).
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